n6	SYNTAX
above may be regarded as absolute constructions with the
subject omitted
I, with whom that Impulse was the most intractable, the most capricious,
the most maddening of masters (him before me always excepted). ..—
C. bronte.
' Special' is a much overworked word, it being loosely used to mean
great in degree, also peculiar in kind.—R. G. white.
This is said now because, having been said before, I have been judged
as if I had made the pretensions which were -then and which are now
again disclaimed.—R. G. white.
the gerund
There are three questions to be considered : whether a
writer ought to let us know that he is using a gerund and not
a participle ; when a gerund may be used without its subject's
being expressed; when a gerund with preposition is to be
preferred to the infinitive.
1. Is the gerund to be made recognizable ? And, in the
circumstances that make it possible, that is, when its subject is
expressed, is this to be done sometimes, or always ?
It is done by putting what we call for shortness1 sake the
subject of the gerund (i. e., the word me or my in me doing or
my doing) in the possessive instead of in the objective or sub-
jective case.
Take the typical sentence: I dislike my best friend ('s)
violating my privacy. It cannot be a true account of the
matter to say thztfHend is the object of / dislike^ and has a
participle violating attached to it. For (a) we can substitute
resent, which never takes a personal object, for dislike^ without
changing the sense, (b) If we substitute a passive construc-
tion, also without changing the sense, we find that dislike has
quite a different object—privacy*—I dislike my privacy being
violated by my friend, (c) Many of us would be willing to
adopt the sentiment conveyed who yet would not admit for a
moment that they disliked their best friend even when he
intruded ; they condemn the sin, but not the sinner.

